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Saskatchewan Underwater Council Board of Directors Meeting   

Date: 14March2021 Meeting Time: 11:30 hrs Zoom Meeting 

Meeting called by Name 

Type of meeting Saskatchewan Underwater Council Executive Meeting  

Facilitator Brad Nelson, President 

Note taker Tracy Wilson, Secretary 

Timekeeper  

Attendees Brad Nelson (BN), Sheldon Funk (SF), Cliff Adolf (CA), Justin Rings (JR), 

Fred Cardinal (FC), Cliff Lange (CL), Tracy Wilson(TW), Donovan 

Onishenko (DO), Trevor Mayo (TM), Dennis McCullough (DM), Brian 

Lanktree (BL), Curtis Temple, Cathy Charpentier, Kelly Martin, other 

MJBSC members? 

Regrets  

  

Call to Order Meeting Called to Order by BN at  unknown hrs 

  

i. Call to Order 

Time:  hrs BN called the meeting to order 

Discussion BN - So I'm going to make a quick note before we get going, I need to 

be very clear that this is an executive meeting and regular members do 

not have voting privileges at this meeting. They only have voting 

privileges at the AGM. Obviously, you guys can attend. You can take 

information and you can participate in the discussion. But regular 

members of the SUC, you do not have voting privileges at these 

meetings, only at the AGM. 

Motion  

ii. Minutes of Sunday, December 14, 2020 

Time allotted Presenter 

Discussion i. Previous corrections were sent in and changes made 

Motion Minutes be adopted as circulated (BN; TW). CARRIED 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

  Date | time 
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iii. Additions to Agenda 

Time allotted Presenter 

Discussion i. CT submitted additions to the agenda but they were not relayed to TW 

or BN 

ii. CT -One, a report on the acquisition and sale of SUC branded t shirts. 

Questions are: one when was the motion made and by whom to 

acquire the t shirts? Number two, were competitive bids acquired for 

the purchase? Number three, what budget source were used to make 

the purchase? Number four, where have the proceeds from the sale 

gone? Number five, why haven't the sales shown up in the 

Treasurer's report?  

iii. CT-Number two, earlier, I was made aware of interest in the DAN 02 

to course equipment and its maintenance, and that brought to my 

attention that since I last ran the DAN instructor course in North 

Battleford. I have not seen any courses planned, advertised nor 

offered. As teaching classes is a requirement to maintain instructor 

status, I am wondering what has happened that none have run any 

courses. Please enlighten the membership as to the status of the 

program. 

iv. CT-And the addition would be the discussion of the complaint filed to 

the SPRA on behalf of the underwater council. 

Motion The Agenda be adopted with above additions (TW, DO) CARRIED 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

The agenda will be circulated and request additions 

prior to each subsequent board meeting  

BN Date | time 

   

iv. Correspondence 

Time allotted Cliff Lange/Brad Nelson 

Discussion CL - SPRA sent the office, an email saying that we need to approve the 

twenty two budget and it was signed and delivered back to them. Fred 

Cardinal signed it under grants.  

MOTION  

v. Reports 

Time allotted Presenter 

Discussion i.  
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President’s Report 

(BN) 

We submitted a formal complaint to the SPRA on behalf of four 

members of the executive for the underwater council.  

Vice President (FC) Not much more to report other than seeing a complaint that was filed, 

but like you said, we'll discuss that at.  

Secretary (TW) Nothing to report 

Treasurer (SF) I got nothing to report at this time other than just pay requested 

standing bills, i.e. rent, phone, etc. salary.  

Grants Director (FC) As Cliff had mentioned, he had sent in the application for a new budget 

and sent off, signed and sent off and it's all done, so that's all I have 

to report on that. 

Program Director (CA) CA: [00:29:41] Hey, I've gone through the requests for follow up 

reports. For funding requested for programs. And I've come up with 

some numbers and so forth, but we're going to have to discuss at the 

end for approval of of funding. And with respect to the Kelsey Skin an d 

Scuba Club, we still have the four for summer programs, the dip 

session, as I sent to everybody, has been canceled due to covid and we 

can't get into the pool anymore, but it has.  

 

DM: [00:30:27] Kelsey Club report comes later in the business. This is 

an SUC business program report, so please stick to the information.  

 

CA: [00:30:37] I am the program's director.  

 

CA: [00:30:40] It is my duty to report the programs that  

 

TW: [00:30:45] We discussed this at the last meeting, that there 

needed to be separation between the programs report for the SUC. and 

the Kelsey Scuba Club report. If you look through the minutes from the 

last meeting, it was there. 

 

CA: [00:31:05] So what do you want me to report on? 

 

BN: [00:31:08] Saskatchewan Underwater Council programs, we can 

talk about the... 

 

CA: [00:31:15] Saskatchewan Underwater Council programs, we have 

the dive site, manual. 
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CA: [00:31:21] That has been three quarters implemented other than 

the last dive sites that I've done in the last six ones. We have a budget 

of fifty five hundred thirty two dollars and eighty cents on that.  

 

CA: [00:31:36] The addition is going to be a three hundred and sixty 

dollars, the pumpkin carving session that occurred on Oct ober the 4th. 

I have nothing with respect to funding request, income, cost, 

membership's list or anything on that. The t shirts done by the SUC, 

which is a program, I have nothing on the cost on that or income or 

anything. 

BN – Tracy Wilson and myself paid for that out of our own pockets. 

There was no cost and no income. 

BN – why is such a high level of documentation being required for this 

one program, but not uniformly for all programs?  

There was also discussion spearheaded by CT regarding the t -shirts; TW 

read the pertinent section with the passed motion from the 

27Sept2020 minutes. 

 (see transcripts for continuing discussion where CT and CA claimed 

that BN was fraudulent regarding the t-shirt sales – even after the 

review of the 27Sept2020 minutes) 

Publications Director 

(JR) 

Nothing to report 

Membership Director 

(DO) 

The Dues, the emails have been sent out for collecting dues and stuff, 

thank you for the reminder, Tracy. I know some have started trickling in 

and that's about all I've got.  

TM Well, I just want to state that during the last meeting in December that 

I was muted by Brad Nelson, so I was unable to participate in the 

meeting because it's written on here that I was a no show. So that can 

be duly recorded. 

TW – checked the past minutes and recording; TM did not attend; BN 

did mute TM during one of the special meetings held via zoom (this 

meeting was not recorded) to keep order.  

Kelsey Skin & Scuba 

Club (CA) 

CA: [00:44:21] Ok, so the submissions of the follow up report for for my 

four submissions for these four summer programs is still outstanding at 

six thousand seven hundred and sixty six dollars.  

 

CA: [00:44:36] The DIP Sessions were all canceled due to covid and 

the pool being canceled, but have been rebooked to May of this year. 

Thirty one people in attendance. A dive site manual is still outstanding 

follow up report of two thousand four hundred eighty five dollars. And 

the dive sign. Still outstanding of one thousand sixty eight, coming to a 
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total of ten thousand three hundred and twenty  nine dollars and fifty 

cents. 

CA: [00:45:30] Total amount is ten thousand three hundred twenty nine 

dollars and fifty cents. 

Battleford’s Scuba 

Community (DM) 

DM: [00:46:21] We're back in the pool just barely, but we're back in 

our program. We're starting to pick up on courses. And I would like to 

comment on the concern about the DAN O2 course and the DAN diver 

emergency management provider. We offered one of each of those 

courses and that would be within the year, first year following.  

 

DM: [00:46:49] We have another one slated for now, as soon as the 

current restrictions get lifted. 

 

DM: [00:46:55] So the reports have been dealt with by DAN.  

 

DM: [00:47:05] In terms of changes or new developments, the 

executive the this past week voted to have every member of the club, 

our membership in our membership fees, membership fee for the 

underwater council, that list and the monies have been forwarded.  

 

DM: [00:47:27] And we'll look forward to being part of the 

organization. We have scheduled for this year. Definitely Diving days 

June 19, 20, Women's Dive Day, July 18 and our drive and dive on 

August 1st. In addition, we have developed and are implementing a 

pool challenge program so that each week there is a skill challenge in 

the pool to get people diving more practicing their skills.  

 

DM: [00:47:57] And we are implementing a five star program that 

recognizes achievements in diving, such as five lakes, five reefs, fi ve 

different specialty dives, so on.  

 

Moose Jaw 

Barracudas Scuba 

Club (BL) 

BL: [00:49:29] And so our last club meeting discussion, our spring kick 

off to diving barbecue, tentatively May 16th, depending what covid 

restrictions are. Our drive and dive is scheduled for June twenty six. 

Also under activities, depending how things go on May 16th. We've got 

a crew somewhat assembled to redo the navigation course at Lovering 

Lake. 

 

BL: [00:50:00] Again, weather dependent. covid dependent. What else 

have we got. Just some maintenance we're doing around the dive site 
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some maintenance on the stairs. Those kind of things, discussion of 

recreational pool time. 

 

BL: [00:50:24] So nothing firm yet, but it sounds like there's some 

club interest to get this going again.  

Motion Motion was made to pay expenses as listed by SF and CL (DO, FC) - 

CARRIED 

Motion Motion to accept the reports as presented (FC, SF) – CARRIED 

i. Ongoing Business 

6.1 Program Funding 

Time allotted Brad Nelson 

Discussion TW: [00:57:17] We currently have a motion on the books to from back 

in, I believe it was December to pay. But Cliff, if you're saying that 

some of your programs didn't take place, somebody should really make 

a motion to set, to revisit the program funding motion or to set a side 

the previous motion. 

 

CA: [00:57:39] Just that one program didn't occur because of covid.  

 

BN: [00:57:43] Then it should be if that program didn't occur, then the 

submission should get updated, correct. 

 

CA: [00:57:51] I did send out the update. 

 

BN: [00:57:57] The update when you said that it was getting pushed 

back and that it would still happen or the update saying that it didn't 

happen and the numbers reflect that.  

 

CA: [00:58:06] The update did not happen and will happen in May of 

this coming year, so the request for funding for the dip sessions is zero. 

Unless they want to pay for me for it in May, but that's in next year's 

budget. 

 

TW: [00:58:31] So the amounts of the program funding that should be 

paid out have changed. Therefore, somebody needs to make a motion 

to set aside the previous motion to reflect changes.  

TW: [01:02:12] I would just like to put something forward first. The 

Moosejaw Barracudas membership was deposited on December 10th. I 
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believe. According to our program funding policy, the clubs need to be 

active members as of April 1st to be to be eligible to apply for funding 

for this fiscal year. 

CT: [01:02:58] Are you saying that we are ineligible?  

TW: [01:03:01] You are ineligible to receive funding from this fiscal 

year, but I believe that this application should be considered early in 

the next fiscal year. 

 

CA: [01:03:17] My question is, do you have an accurate date of when 

all the memberships for the clubs are paid? 

 

TW: [01:03:23] So I don't have for each of them. I'm sure Cliff Lang 

can provide us with the specific dates, but I did and I sent that out to 

the entire board, I asked when Moose Jaw paid because at one of our 

previous meetings, it was stated that Moose Jaw was considering 

renewing their membership. And I don't I mean, I have no problem 

considering it for the next fiscal year, I think Moose Jaw,  

 

TW: [01:03:53] I mean, it's a valuable member of the SUC but as we 

are at the point where we are all being sticklers for the rules, I think we 

need to follow our program funding policy.  

 

CA: [01:04:06] And we need to know that actual dates of when clubs 

were paid. 

CL: [01:05:43] The Kelsey Skin and Scuba Club was deposited June 

twenty third. 

 

TW: [01:05:49] So they were not active members as of April 1st of this 

fiscal year and therefore are not eligible to receive program funding by 

our policy. 

 

CL: [01:05:59] Right. And that would go with the Battleford Scuba 

Community also because none of the clubs paid April 1st or prior. Not a 

one. 

 

TW: [01:06:13] In light of that, I would like to make a motion that as we 

had no active clubs as of April 1st, 2020, that no program funding be 

provided to the clubs for this fiscal year as they are all ineligible under 

our policy. 
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Motion Motion to set aside the previous program funding motion (JR, SF) - 

CARRIED 

Motion Motion that as we had no active clubs as of April 1st, 2020, that no 

program funding be provided to the clubs for this fiscal year as they are 

all ineligible under our policy (TW, SF) – CARRIED (2 – No; 4 – Yes; 1 – 

Abstain) 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

  Date | time 

  Date | time 

   

6.2 Corporate Seal 

Time allotted  

Discussion TW – no need to discuss; motion was made that it be purchased, it was 

purchased, we can move on 

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

  Date | time 

   

6.3 Dive Site Map on Website 

Time allotted Brad Nelson 

Discussion CA – made the point that since he is not getting paid to put the dive 

signs up that he will be removing them (see transcript for full 

discussion) 

FC: [01:17:01] There's a bit of bullying going on between the two of 

yous that have been going through absolutely everything, constitution 

and bylaws and everything. 

DM: [01:18:13] What seems to be happening is when the door is open 

to let in the light of day, the old boys club seems to be getting a little 

pissed off that somebody says, well, it's not your game entirely. 

There's other people involved. And, you know, that makes a difference. 

We have not been part of the club or the council simply because there 

was nothing in it for us. 

CT: [01:19:02] And to consider calling this the old boys club is totally 

offensive because we have had to follow very strict criteria to which 

new executive members don't feel that they had to follow. It has been 

tried to explain to them for several years how those practices were 
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dictated by the SPRA and in every case they were ignored. I've heard 

this stick before. It's not new. 

BN: [01:20:28] You're allowed to say whatever you want, have an 

opinion, put those things in writing, tell us which things we are going 

against, which things were not doing correctly, and sent out an email to 

all of us. 

CT: [01:21:15] I've never seen such a destructive force ever in this 

organization. 

BN: [01:21:19] Who are you speaking to in particular Curtis?  

CT: [01:21:22]  The entire board of directors, specifically you, Tracy, 

Justin 

…discussion continued….  

The meeting was then brought back to the Dive Site Manual:  

The map on the website was put together by Omni O nline and went live. 

BN: [01:28:48]  I do have a folder full of dive sites and they've been 

uploaded to the to the Dropbox file.  

BN: [01:29:01] There's bathymetric maps, there's GPS locations, 

there's a bunch of stuff in there. It's in the Dropbox file tha t I shared 

with Little Cliff. 

 

  

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

See Transcript for full discussion  Date | time 

   

7. New Business 

7.1 SPRA Complaint 

Time allotted Brad Nelson 

Discussion CT led an aggressive discussion aimed at discrediting TW and the 

complaint.  

TW was accused of coercing the other 3 board members into signing 

the SPRA complaint by using altered documentation. No supporting 

evidence was provided with this accusation.  

Following 17 minutes aggressive questioning of TW by CT, TW stated 

that she refused to answer any more questions during the meeting. TW 

invited CT and anyone else to put their questions into writing and 

submit them at which time she would respond in writing. T W also 
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invited CT and any others to put their concerns in writing and submit 

them to the SPRA. 

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Review transcripts for full discussion  Date | time 

   

7.2 Discussion Continued 

Time allotted  

Discussion CL brought up the fact that the SUC accepts memberships all during 

the year so it need to be sorted out when the actual expiry date is for 

those memberships paid later in the fiscal year.  

  

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Club Member Funding Policy needs to be updated   Date | time 

Membership Policy needs to be updated   

   

7.3 Executive Assistant Contract, Office Space and Phone 

Time allotted  

Discussion Discussion of the information in the current executive; concerns were 

raised over the content 

 The idea of a heated storage locker as opposed to office rental was 

discussed 

 The idea of transitioning from a landline to a cell phone was discussed  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Review transcript for full discussion  Date | time 

The executive assistant contract will be discussed at the 

next special meeting 

  

   

7.3 SUC T-Shirts 
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Time allotted Curtis Temple 

Discussion CT attempted to raise an issue with the manner in which the SUC t -

shirts were procured by BN. The minutes of September 27, 2021 were 

read to CT who refused to drop the subject and continued to badger 

BN. 

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Review transcript for full discussion  Date | time 

   

   

7.3 DAN First Aid Courses 

Time allotted Curtis Temple 

Discussion CT: [02:59:22] Yeah, I'd like to know, since we've run that program, 

how is the planning being put into place to maintain instructor status? 

TW: [02:59:34] Ok, so Dennis and I, Dennis brought this up earlier, we 

have actually taught an O2 course and a DEMP course, when Brad and 

Justin and myself were a DEMA last year, we attended the session to 

refresh our membership. 

TW: [02:59:55] So we are as far as I know, all three of us are still 

current and we are all taking steps to remain as current instructors. 

Dennis, I believe, is doing the same.  

TW: [03:00:07] I have no idea what is happening with Al.  

CT continued on with discussion and attempted to nullify TW’s status 

as an instructor even after TW explained that DAN was aware of her 

circumstances and supported her continuing as one of their instructors  

  

  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Review transcript for full discussion  Date | time 

   

   

8. Schedule for Next Meeting 

Time allotted Presenter 
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Discussion ii. Date for the next meeting – AGM - Sunday, and plan to go with a 

Zoom Meeting until further notice.  

iii. Regarding the nominations: 

CA: [03:19:32]  Should they not be forwarded to the council executive 

first, then to Fred, are vice both carbon copy.  

FC: [03:19:41] Maybe we should both be on there. 

BN: [03:19:46] I don't have an issue with that 

CA: [03:19:47] Both of you on it. 

iv.  

 

Motion That the Saskatchewan Underwater Council AGM be held on Sunday, 

June 6th, 2021 at 11:30 am (TW, DO) - CARRIED 

Motion That Vice President Fred Cardinal be nominated to deal with the 

incoming nominations for elections (TW, JR) – CARRIED (6 – yes; 1 – 

abstain) 

8. Adjournment 

Time allotted Presenter 

Discussion  

Motion That the meeting be adjourned (DO, TW)  

 BN adjourned the meeting at: 14:51 

 


